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p .We extend the Littlewood]Paley theorem to L G , where G is a locallyw
compact Vilenkin group and w are weights satisfying the Muckenhoupt Ap
condition. As an application we obtain a mixed-norm type multiplier result on
p .L G and prove the sharpness of our result. We also obtain a sufficient conditionw
` . p .for f g L G to be a multiplier on the power weighted L G in terms of itsa
smoothness condition. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the central problems in Fourier analysis is the study of Little-
wood]Paley theory on weighted spaces over R n. In this paper we shall
study the theory with the underlying group R n replaced by certain totally
disconnected groups G that are the locally compact analogue of Vilenkin
groups. Pioneering work in this direction was done as early as 1955 by
w xHirschman who considered in 4 Littlewood]Paley theorems for power-
weighted L p spaces over the dyadic group. With the underlying group still
w xthe dyadic group, Gundy and Wheeden 3 extended Hirschman's result to
weighted spaces L p where w is in the Muckenhoupt class A . Hirschman'sw p
w xresult was extended in a different direction by Onneweer 7 . This time, the
underlying spaces remain unchanged as the power-weighted L p spaces but
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thus natural to ask whether we have a Littlewood]Paley theorem for
p .weighted space L G , where w g A and G is a totally disconnectedw p
group. We shall answer this problem affirmatively in Theorem 1.
We apply Theorem 1 to obtain in Theorem 2 a mixed-norm type
p .multiplier result on L G , w g A . We prove in Theorem 3 that Theoremw p
2 is sharp in a certain sense. We end this paper by giving an application of
Theorem 2.
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION
Throughout this paper G will denote a locally compact Vilenkin group,
that is to say, G is a locally compact Abelian topological group containing
 .`a strictly decreasing sequence of open compact subgroups G suchn y`
that
 .   . 4i sup order G rG : n g Z - `,n nq1
 . ` `  4ii D G s G and F G s 0 .y` n y` n
Examples of such locally compact Vilenkin groups are the p-adic numbers
w xand, more generally, the additive group of a local field, see Taibleson 14 .
Let G denote the dual group of G, and for each n g Z, let G denoten
the annihilator of G , that is,n
G s g g G : g x s 1 for all x g G . 4 .n n
` `  4  .Then we have D G s G, F G s 1 , and order G rG s ordery` n y` n nq1 n
 .G rG for all n g Z. We choose Haar measures m on G and l on Gn nq1
 .  .  .   ..y1so that m G s l G s 1. Then m G s l G for all n g Z; we set0 0 n n
 .  .m [ l G . There exists a metric d on G = G defined by d x, x s 0 andn n
 . y1 < <  .d x, y s m if x y y g G _G . For x g G we set x s d x, 0 . Simi-n n nq1
 .larly, there is a metric d on G = G defined by d g , g s 0
 . < <  .and d g , r s m if g y r g G _G . For g g G we set g s d g , 1 .n nq1 n
For p with 1 F p F ` we shall denote its conjugate by p9; thus 1rp q
1rp9 s 1. For an arbitrary set A we denote its characteristic function by
x . The symbols n and k will be used to denote the Fourier and inverseA
Fourier transform, respectively. It is easy to see that for each n g Z we
have
y1k
x s m G x [ D . .  . .G n G nn n
We now briefly review the definitions of the spaces of test functions,
 .  . w xS G , and distributions, S 9 G ; for more details, see Taibleson 14 . A
 .function w : G ª C belongs to S G if there exist integers k, l, depending
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on w, so that supp w ; G and w is constant on the cosets of somek
 .`  .subgroup G of G. A sequence w of functions in S G converges tol n 1
 .w g S G if there exist integers k, l so that every w and w has support inn
 .  .G and is constant on the cosets of G in G and if lim w x s w xk l nª` n
 .uniformly on G. The space of all continuous functionals on S G will be
 .  .`  .  .denoted by S 9 G . A sequence f in S 9 G converges to f g S 9 G ifn 1
 .  :  :  .for all w g S G we have lim f , w s f , w . The spaces S G andnª` n
 .S 9 G are defined likewise with the underlying group replaced by G. It is
 .  .easy to see that the Fourier transform maps S G onto S G . Moreover,
 .we can extend the Fourier and inverse Fourier transform to S 9 G and
 .S 9 G in the standard way and the usual properties hold.
 .For f g S9 G we define its maximal function Mf by
< <Mf x s sup f )D x . .  .n
ngZ
The Muckenhoupt classes A , 1 F p F `, of weight functions are definedp
on G as on R n, replacing the cubes Q in the definitions of Muckenhoupt
w xby the cosets of the subgroups G of G, n g Z, see 2, Chap. 4 .n
Let w be a non-negative locally integrable function on G. We define
p .L G , 0 - p - ` to be the class of all measurable functions f such thatw
<  . < p  . p .H f x w x dm - `. For f g L G we defineG w
1rp
p5 5 < <f s f x w x dm . .  .p , w H /
p . 5 5  . < < a p .We shall simply write L G and ? if w x s x . The spaces L Gp, aa w
p .and L G are defined similarly.a
r . b  .We say a function f g L G is in the Lipschitz space L G for 1 F r,r , s
5 5 bs F `, b ) 0 if f - `, whereL r , s
1rs
sysb
b5 5f s m v f , j , .L j rr , s  5
jgZ
 . 5 5with the usual modification if s s `; where v f, j s sup f y f :rr g
4  .  .g g G _ G and f r [ f r y g .jq1 j g
` n Ã .  .  .Let 1 F p - `. For f g L G we define T on S G by Tf s f f ,
 . p .f g S G . The function f is said to be a multiplier on L G if therew
 .exists a positive constant C so that for all f g S G we have
5 5 5 5Tf F C f .p , w p , w
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` .  .We say that a function f g L G satisfies condition H r, e for some
w .r g 1, ` and e ) 0 if there exists C ) 0 so that for all l, n, k g Z with
n - l we have
1rrrk k
sup fx x y y y fx x dm x : y g G .  .  . .  .H G G lk k 5 /G _Gn nq1
yeeq1rr 9F C m m if 1 - r - `; .  .n l
and there exists C ) 0 so that for all l, k g Z we have
k k
sup fx x y y y fx x dm x : y g G .  .  . .  .H G G l 5k k
G_Gl
F C if r s 1.
5 5We denote the infimum of C in the above expressions by f . WeH  r , e .
 . w .remark that if f satisfies condition H r, e for some r in 1, ` then f
 . wsatisfies H s, e for all s with 1 F s F r. For details see Onneweer 8,
xRemark 2 .
3. STATEMENT OF RESULTS
THEOREM 1. Let 1 - p - ` and w g A . Then there exist positi¨ e con-p
stants B and C such thatp p
5 5 5 5 5 5B f F Sf F C f , f g S G , .p , w p , w p , wp p
where
1r22kÃSf x s f x x , x g G. .  .  /G _ Gnq 1 n 5
n
p .Let X be a Banach space. For 1 F p F ` we define l X to be the set
 .` 5 5 pof all sequences f in X such that  f - `, with the usualXn y` ng Z n
modification if p s `.
 . p .Let M G denote the space of all multipliers on L G with normp, w w
5 5 w x p .? . In their 1968 paper 6 on L R -multipliers, Littman, McCarthy,Mp, w
 .`and Riviere gave an example of a sequence of functions f such thatn y`
 .  . w n nq1 xi supp f ; 2 , 2 for each n g Z;n
 .  .` `  ..  .ii f g l M R for 1 - p - `, p / 2, where M R is then y` p p
p .space of all L R -multipliers;
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 .  .n nq1iii f [ f x f M R . n w2 , 2 x p
ngZ
The above example raises the following question: Is there a positive real
 .` s  ..number s such that f g l M G is sufficient for f [ n y` p, w
ngZ
 .f x to be in M G ? The following theorem answers this ques-n G _ G p, wnq 1 n
tion with the help of Theorem 1.
<  . < THEOREM 2. Let 1 - p - ` and let s s 2 pr 2 y p with s s ` if
.  .` s  ..p s 2 . Let f be a sequence of functions in l M G , w g A . Thenn y` p, w p
p .f [  f x is a multiplier on L G .ng Z n G nq1_ G wn
Our next theorem shows that the choice of s in Theorem 2 is optimal.
<THEOREM 3. Let 1 - p - `, p / 2. Let w g A and let q ) 2 prp
 . <  .`  .2 y p . Then there exist a sequence of functions f in M G such thatn 1 p, w
 .  .` q  ..i f g l M G ,n 1 p, w
 .  .ii f [  f x f M G .ng N n G _ G p, wnq 1 n
As an application of Theorem 2, we give the following sufficient condi-
` . p .tion for a function f g L G to be a multiplier on L G .a
` . i b  .THEOREM 4. Let 0 - b and let f g L G such that f g L G for`, `
all i g Z and
b 5 i 5 bsup m f - `,Li ` , `
igZ
where f i [ fx .G _ Giq1 i
 .  .i Let 1 - q - 2 and let 2 y q r2 q - b F 1r2. Then f is a
r  . < <  .  .multiplier on L G for all q - r F 2 and a - 2b r y q r 2 y q .a
 . r  .ii If 1r2 - b , then f is a multiplier on L G for all 1 - r - 2 anda
< <a - r y 1.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We begin with the following lemma on Hormander-type multipliersÈ
whose proof is omitted as it is essentially the same as the proof of
w xTheorem 3 in Onneweer and Quek 9 .
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` .  .  .LEMMA 1. Let f g L G satisfy condition H r, e for some r g 1, `
and e ) 0. If 1 - r 9 - p - ` and w g A , then f is a multiplier onpr r 9
p .L G and there exists a positi¨ e constant C such thatw
kÃ 5 5 5 5 5 5f f F C f q f f . . ` H  r , e . p , wp , w
 .for all f g S G .
wWith the help of Lemma 1 we can now use an idea in Kurtz 5, Theo-
x  .  n .rem 3.1 to prove Theorem 1. For n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , let r t s sgn sin 2 p tn
w xbe the nth Rademacher function on 0, 1 . For each n g Z we define n* by
 42n if n g N j 0
n* s  < <2 n y 1 otherwise.
w xFor each t g 0, 1 , define the function f on G byt
f g s r t x g . .  .  .t n* G _ Gnq 1 n
ngZ
` .  .Note that f g L G . We shall prove that f satisfies condition H r, et t
 .kfor 1 F r - ` and e ) 0. First we recall our notation D s x fori Gi
i g Z. Let n g Z. For x g G _G , y g G with l ) n, we haven nq1 l
D y D x y y y D y D x .  .  .  .iq1 i iq1 i
0 if i G n q 1¡~yD x y y q D x if i s n .  .s i i¢D x y y y D x y y y D x q D x if i F n y 1 .  .  .  .iq1 i iq1 i
s 0,
 .  . where the last equality follows from D x y y s D x for i F n sincei i
.x g G _G and y g G with l ) n . It follows that for k g Z we haven nq1 l
k k
f x x y y y f x x .  . .  .t G t Gk k
ky1
s r t D y D x y y y D y D x .  .  .  .  . i* iq1 i iq1 i
isy`
s 0.
 . w .Hence f satisfies condition H r, e for r g 1, ` and e ) 0. Now w g At p
implies w g A for some q - p. Choose r such that q s prr9. Thenq
p .w g A and it follows from Lemma 1 that f is a multiplier on L Gpr r 9 t w
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and
k 5 5f f F C f , f g S G . 1 .  .  .p , wp , wt p
 .It is also easy to see that C is a constant independent of t. Integrating 1p
w xwith respect to t over 0, 1 and applying Fubini's theorem to the integra-
tion on the left, we get
1r22kÃ 5 5f x F C f . p , w /G _ G pnq 1 n 5
ngZ p , w
wThe proof is completed by the standard duality argument as in Stein 13,
xp. 105 .
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 2, we introduce some additional
definitions and results.
p .DEFINITION 1. Let w g A . For 0 - p F 1, the space H G is the2 w
 . p .space of all f g S 9 G for which Mf g L G , where Mf is the maximalw
5 5 p 5 5function of f. We set f s Mf .H p, ww
DEFINITION 2. Let 0 - p F 1 and w g A . A function a: G ª C is a2
 .p, ` atom if there exists a coset I s x q G such thatw n
 .i supp a ; I,
 . 5 5  .y1r pii a F w I ,`
 .  .  .iii H a x dm x s 0.G
 . p 5 5 pClearly each p, ` atom belongs to H with a F 1.Hw w w
We now define atomic Hardy spaces with weight.
p, ` .DEFINITION 3. Let 0 - p F 1 and w g A . The space H G is the2 w
 .  .` pspace of all f g S 9 G for which there exist a sequence l g l and ai 1
 .  .`  .sequence of p, ` atoms a such that f s  l a in S 9 G . We setw i 1 ig N i i
5 5 p, `  < < p.1r p4f s inf  l , where the infimum is taken over all decom-H ig N iw
p . p, ` .positions of f. The following theorem identifies H G with H G .w w
p . p, ` .THEOREM A. Let w g A . For 0 - p F 1, we ha¨e H G s H G2 w w
and the norms in these spaces are equi¨ alent.
wProof. The theorem was proved by Onneweer and the author in 10,
x < < aTheorem 3.5 where the weight w is a power weight x , y1 - a F 0.
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With minor modification, the proof there remains valid for any weight w
 .in A . In fact, the only modification required is to replace 3.13 of the2
w x  .proof of Lemma 3.6 in 10, p. 478 by 3.13a below.
 .  .  . w x3.13a Let N and N be as in 3.11 and 3.12 of 10, p. 477 .1 2
Using the notation there, we have
N N2 2
n n n5 5 < < < <b f F g y g x f x dm x .  .  . .   1 Hk , i kq1 kÄI lGk , i tksN q1 i ksN q1 i1 1
N2
kq25 5F f 2 m G .` t
ksN q11
- `,
5 n n 5 kq2where the second inequality follows from g y g F 2 , supp f ;`kq1 k
Ä ÄG , and I l I s f for i / j, k g Z.t k , i k , j
w xIt follows that Lemma 3.6 and hence Theorem 3.5 of 10, p. 477 are
valid for w g A . This completes our sketched proof of Theorem A.2
Applying Theorem 1, Theorem A, and standard interpolation argu-
ments, we obtain the following theorem.
 .THEOREM B. Let 0 - u - 1 and let p be gi¨ en by 1rp s u q 1 y u r2.
Then for w g A , we ha¨ep
H 1 G , L2 G s L p G . .  .  . . u , pw w w
The next lemma is of interest by itself.
LEMMA 2. Let 1 - p F 2 and w g A . Let r s x for n g Z.p n G _ Gnq 1 n
Then there exists a positi¨ e constant C such that
p` `k pÃ 5 5r h F C h , .  p , wn n n
nsy` nsy`p , w
 .` p p ..  .for all h g l L G with h g S G , n g Z.n y` w n
5 5Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1 we have r s 0 for allH  r , e .n
 .r G 1 and e ) 0. It follows from Lemma 1 that r g M G for eachn 2, w
n g Z and
5 5sup r - `. 1 .Mn 2 , w
ngZ
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` 2 2 Ã k .   ..  .Let w g A . Let h g l L G and let g s  r h . Then2 n y` w ng Z n n
we have
2k25 5g F C r g x w x dm x .  .  . .Ã2, w H i
igZ
2kÃs C r h . i i 2, w
igZ
5 5 2F C h , 2, wi
igZ
where the first inequality is by Theorem 1 and the second inequality is due
 .to 1 .
 .` 1 1 ..Now let h g l H G , w g A . By Minkowski's inequality, wen y` w 2
have
k kÃ Ãr h F r h .  . n n n n 1, w
ngZ ngZ1, w
5 5 1F 2 h , Hn w
ngZ
Ã k< . < <  . <since r h s h ) D y D F 2 Mh where Mf is the maximaln n n nq1 n n
function of f.
The lemma now follows by a standard interpolation theorem for mixed-
 w x .norm spaces see Triebel 15, Theorem 1.18.1 for details and Theorem B.
Lemma 2 and Theorem 1 enable us to prove Theorem 2 with arguments
w xsimilar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 by Onneweer and the author in 11 .
For completeness we reproduce the arguments below.
Proof of Theorem 2. By duality, it suffices to assume 1 - p F 2. Then
 .for f g S G we have
kÃ Ãf f s r f f .  . n np , w
ngZ p , w
kÃs r r f f . n n n
ngZ p , w
1rppkÃF C f r f . n n p , w 5
ngZ
1rppkp Ã5 5F C f r f . Mn n p , wp , w 5
ngZ
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1r21rs 2ks Ã5 5F C f r f . Mn n p , wp , w /  /
ngZ ngZ
1r21rs 2ks Ã5 5F C f r f . Mn np , w /  /
ngZ ngZ p , w
5 5F C f ,p , w
where the first inequality is by Lemma 2, the penultimate inequality and
the last inequality are by Minkowski's integral inequality and Theorem 1,
respectively.
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 3






t s 1 q .
p9
Then p ) t ) r ) 2. Choose a so that 1r2 y 1rr - a - 1r2 y 1rt. For
each n g N choose an x g G _G and define f on G byn yn ynq1 n
yaf g s n g x x g . .  .  .n n G _ Gnq 1 n
5 5Routine calculation as in the proof of Theorem 1 shows that f s 0H  s, e .n
for all s ) 1 and e ) 0. By Lemma 1, there exists a positive constant Cs
independent of n such that
5 5 5 5 yaf F C f F C nM `n s n ss , w
for all s ) 1. Consequently, for w g A we havep
 .  .` q  ..1 f g l M G ,n 1 p, w
 .  .` q  ..yp 9r p2 f g l M G ,n 1 r , w
yp 9r p  .since w g A implies that w g A ; A ; A . Since q s 2 rr r y 2 ,p p9 2 r
 . `it follows from 2 and Theorem 2 that f [  f is a multiplier onns1 n
r  . p .yp 9r pL G . Suppose f were a multiplier on L G . Then, by interpolationw w
 w x.with a change of measures see Bergh and Lofstrom 1, Theorem 5.5.1 ,È È
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t .we have f is a multiplier on L G . But the following argument shows that
t . p .f is not a multiplier on L G and hence f is not a multiplier on L G .w
t .To see that f is not a multiplier on L G , let b s 1r2 y a and for every
n g N choose a character g g G _G and define h on G byn nq1 n n
ybh x s n g x y x x x y x . .  .  .n n n G n0
 . `  .  . `  .Let f g s  f g and h x s  h x . Routine calculation as inns1 n ns1 n
w x 5 5 t ` yb tOnneweer and Quek 11, Theorem 2.2 shows that h F  n - `t ns1
Ã k t .  .and fh f L G .
 .` q  .. `  .Thus we have f g l M G but  f f M G for q )n 1 p, w ns1 n p, w
 .2 pr p y 2 .
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 4
 .i Let 0 F a - 2b. We shall use Theorem 2 to show that f is a
2  .  .multiplier on L G . Let i g Z. For f g S G it is easy to see thata
i Ã k i Ã ar25 . 5 5 5f f ; f f for all i g Z. Now2, a L 2, 2
22i ya iÃ Ãar25 5f f s m v f f , n , .L n 22, 2
ngZ
where
i i iÃ Ã Ãv f f , n s sup f f y f f : g g G _G . .  . 52 nq1 ng 2
For g g G _G , we havenq1 n
i i i i iÃ Ã Ã Ã Ãf f y f f F f f y f q f y f f .  . /g g gg 22 2
s I q II .
It is easy to see that
i Ã Ã5 5 5 5I F f f y f` 2g
Ã Ã5 5 5 5F f f y f .` 2g
We now estimate II. First we observe that for i - n, we have
Ãsupp f x ; G _G . Henceg G _ G nq1 niq1 i
i Ã5 5 5 5II F f f x` 2G _ Gnq 1 n
Ã5 5 5 5F f f x .` 2G _ Gnq 1 n
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ÃAs for n F i we have supp f x ; G _G . Henceg G _ G iq1 iiq1 i
i i Ã5 5 5 5II F f y f f x` 2g G _ Giq1 i
yb b Ã5 5F Cm m f x .2i n G _ Giq1 i
Thus we have
ya r2 i Ãm v f f , n .n 2
¡ ya r2 yb bÃ Ã5 5 5 5C m f v f , n q m m f x if n F i .` 2 /n 2 i n G _ Giq1 i~F
ya r2¢ Ã Ã5 5 5 5m f v f , n q f x if n ) i . .` 2 /n 2 G _ Gnq 1 n
It follows that
2k 2i iÃ Ã ar25 5f f ; f f . L 2 , 22, a
22 2ya Ã Ã5 5 5 5F C f m v f , n q f x . ` 2n 2 G _ G / nq 1 n
ngZ
y2 b 2 bya Ã 25 5q m m f x 2i n G _ G 5iq1 i
nFi
2 Ã 2 Ã 2 Ã 2ar25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C f f q f q f` L 2, ya 2, ya 5 /2 , 2
5 5 2F C f ,2, a
where the last term in the second inequality follows from 0 - 2b y a and
m F m for n F i; and the last inequality follows from the Hausdorff]n i
2 .Young inequality for weighted L G .
i 2  . 5 i 5Consequently we have f a multiplier on L G with sup f :Ma 2, a
4 < < ai g Z - `. Since 0 F a - 1 we have x g A . It follows from Theorem2
2  .2 that f is a multiplier on L G . By duality we have f also a multipliera
2  . w xon L G . In 12, Theorem 2 the author has proved that f is aya
q .multiplier on L G . The result now follows from standard interpolation
with change of measures.
 .  . 2  .ii Our proof of i above implies that f is a multiplier on L G for alla
< < w x p .a - 1. By Theorem 2 of 12 we have that f is a multiplier on L G for
all 1 - p - 2. The result now follows from standard interpolation with
change of measures.
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